
_dj rider _

Marvin & Guy (Life and Death / Hivern Discs / Correspondant / Permanent Vacation)

Following the instructions of the hospitality and technical riders is the guarantee for
a high quality show. These instructions are a full part of the contract.! Any proposed
alterations to this Rider must first be agreed between the Promoter and the Artist's
representation before being made, otherwise all clauses must be adhered to.

If any of these conditions are not met, please write to:
Alberto - alberto@orchid-am.com (agent for: Europe, Asia, Australia)
Jonathan - jkornman@liaisonartists.com (agent for: North & South America)
Loic - loic.l@centris-events.com (Management)

TECHNICAL

- MIXER: Rane MP2015 Rotary Mixer or Pioneer DJM 900!
- CDJ: 2 x Pioneer CDJ 2000, this is for USB sticks.!
- TURNTABLES: 2 x Technics 1200 or 1210 with Ortofon Concorde needles and
slipmats.! (turntables only upon request)
- MONITOR: good monitoring with independent volume control (stereo).

HOSPITALITY & TRANSPORTS:

- FLIGHTS and BAGGAGE: both seats must be booked at the Window seat and
Priority Boarding. Where the flights are purchased by promoter (that is, where the
deal is not landed/delivered) promoter agrees to cover cost of one checked-on
luggage item at no cost to the artists if required.

- HOTEL (NO APARTMENTS): Hotel must be 2 x double rooms 4* and must be
approved in advance by agent/management and no further than 2 km from
venue/show location. Please ensure that is it possible to delay the room check-out
when it is necessary . Please ensure that free Wi- Fi is available.

- GROUND TRANSPORT: is required for all DJ shows. If it is not available by prior
agreement, promoter agrees to cover cost of ground transport to be paid in cash
on the night.

- DRINKS ON STAGE (WE DON’T ACCEPT “FREE DRINKS”)
1 x Bottle of Monkey 47 Gin plus sliced Cucumber
8 x small bottles of Tonic water
8 x Club Mate
10 x good quality Lager beers
Still water.
1x Marlboro Light and 1x Camel Light (Festivals only)



- CATERING: catering shall consist dinner in a restaurant (not fast food) as! a good
quality nutrition meal.
* Please provide to have sandwiches with ham, cheese and green salad (Festivals
only).

- HOSPITALITY: it is agreed the above rider items will be provided and paid for by
the promoter at no cost to the artists.

- PASSES/GUEST LIST: for all shows, 10 x names required on guest list.

- PERFORMANCE: set length 120 minutes at least. Promoter agrees to confirm
set times in advance (Marvin & Guy not play closing 'graveyard' sets, so this must
be cleared with agent/management in advance. Promoter agrees that for the entire
duration of the performance, the artists will have control of the stage/booth and no
line-checks/setups/ soundcheck from other artists will take place during the
performance.
Read and accepted by:!
Promoter Signature
Note: Promoter agrees to fulfill all requests above in this rider, if not, the artist has
the right to cancel the show without penalties.

Read and accepted by:

_________________________________________________________________________
Promoter Signature

Note: Promoter agrees to fulfill all requests above in this rider, if not, the artist has
the right to cancel the show without penalties.


